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Interpreting Islam

Religion

The imam academy success story in Morocco
Mohamed Chtatou

Rabat

M

oroccan King Mohammed VI is quite
taciturn in comparison to his late
father Hassan II, an
eloquent and keen public speaker
who was happy giving interviews
to foreign media. The son, unlike
the father, apparently believes
more in deeds than words and,
since his accession to the throne,
he has hardly given any interviews
to the media, be they local or foreign.
The Moroccan monarchy, dating
to the Idrisid dynasty (788-974),
is one of the oldest in the world.
It has striven to strike a balance
between religious currents, social
tendencies and economic interests
and achieve equilibrium for the
sake of stability. The task has been
difficult, if not impossible, but this
political system has been successful in keeping the country united
and inclusive.
The monarch in Morocco is the
head of the state but, more importantly, he is “Commander of the
Faithful” — Amir al-Mu’minin — a
religious office that gives him a quasi-sacrosanct status. People would
often criticise his political actions
or his decisions in running the affairs of the country but rarely his
religious clout or actions.

The imam academy is
probably the first
organised reaction in
religious preaching
and education to the
wave of Islamism
sweeping the region.
In the 19th century, Morocco
was divided into two political territories but it was one country.
There was Bled al-Makhzen, land
under control of the central government, and Bled as-Siba — land
of dissidence — made up generally
of mountains inhabited by Berbers, who recognised the religious
authority of the sultan but not his
temporal one and they often refused to pay taxes to him.

Despite this quiet and muted rebellion of the Berbers against the
sultan and his power, his religious
clout remained intact. Inhabitants
of the mountains made Friday
prayers and the ensuing sermon
in his name, as well as all other
prayers.
King Hassan II, ruling from 196199, was a very conservative monarch. He made it a rule to start and
end his numerous speeches with
verses of the Quran and intersperse
them with sayings of the Prophet
Mohammad. That gave his words
a sacredness and his message utmost importance, even though
most people did not understand
such speeches because they were
delivered in classical Arabic, not in
the local Arabic dialect.

For the first time
women were included
as clergy and were
trained to teach other
women moderate
Islam.
Following the Iranian revolution
in 1979 and the subsequent rise of
political Islam, Islamists began to
take a greater role in religious matters in many Muslim countries because the local political leadership
had either secular inclinations or
did not consider religion an important issue of daily life.
In Morocco, the Islamists were
frustrated by the predominant role
of the conservative monarchy in
religious affairs. They took their
frustrations out in May 2003, with
bombings in Casablanca that killed
47 people. This served as a wakeup call to King Mohammed VI to
review his management of the religious faith in Morocco.
In May 2005, he launched the
National Human Development Initiative, a solidarity project aimed
at empowering the needy and alleviating poverty.
This was followed by a rigorous
programme for training imams in
the moderate Malikite doctrine
and school of thought. For the
first time women were included
as clergy and were trained to teach
other women moderate Islam.
They were called Morchidate and

Moroccan King Mohammed VI (R) attending the inauguration ceremony of the Mohammed VI
Institute for the Training of Imams in Rabat, on March 27, 2015.
achieved success in counselling
women in religious affairs.
However, the most important
achievement in the present monarch’s progressive management of
the faith was the opening in March
2015 of the Mohammed VI Institute
for the Training of Imams, Morchidine and Morchidate, slated to play
a leading role in fighting religious
radicalism and violence related to
extremist interpretations of Islam.
The imam academy is probably
the first organised reaction in religious preaching and education to
the wave of Islamism sweeping the
region. Until now, radical Islam has
had the upper hand in religious education, or, rather, religious indoctrination, brainwashing the young
people to hate anyone standing against their philosophy and
teachings and especially the West

for its secularism and democracy.
This institute is training Moroccan students as well as clergy
from Nigeria, Chad, Guinea, Côte
d’Ivoire and France. Soon students
from Tunisia and the Russian Federation will be enrolled.
The institute provides courses
in Quranic interpretation, exegesis, the deeds and sayings of the
Prophet, in addition to Islamic law.
It also offers education in the humanities, such as history, geography, philosophy, psychology and
sociology, lessons despised by the
Islamists because they teach critical thinking.
The duration of the training is
one year for Moroccan students
and two years for most others.
French students will be granted a
degree to become official imams
in their country after completing a

three-year course.
King Mohammed VI has not only
succeeded in keeping Morocco safe
from the Islamist tsunami and the
ill-fated “Arab spring” and its dire
consequences but he has successfully initiated a strategy to combat
radical religious indoctrination
that for the moment is available in
Morocco but can be easily copied
in other countries.
Not only has Morocco survived
the Islamist undertow but it is
leading the way towards a more
moderate Islam, accepting of other
faiths and cultures and respectful
of their differences. It is about time
Muslim moderates stood up to extremism in an orderly manner.
Mohamed Chtatou is a professor
at the University of Mohammed V
in Rabat.
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n the Muslim world, there
are two diametrically
opposed schools of
thought: Salafism and
Sufism.
The radical form of
Salafism, which receives a lot
of attention, emerged about
ten years ago. It is referred to
as jihadist Salafism. It claims to
combat apostasy and advocates
change by force even if that
means killing others.
This form of Salafism aims at
political rule and not spiritual
attainment. It espouses a literal
and selective interpretation of
the sacred texts in total disregard
to their context. This school of
thought is espoused by al-Qaeda
and its offshoots, such as Ansar
al-Sharia in the Maghreb.
Radical Salafists committed
more than 40 attacks against Sufi
shrines in Tunisia between 2011
and 2014. The most prominent
among them were the arson fires
at the highly symbolic shrines of
Saida Manoubia and Sidi Bou

In Sufism, there is no
punishment and no
forced form of
behaviour.

Said near Tunis.
Attacks on Sufi shrines aim
at undermining the bases of
Sufi Islam, which are deeply
anchored in the daily practices
and traditions of the Tunisian
population. Through acts of
destruction, Salafist extremists
want to spread fear and impose
their interpretation of the faith.
Violence is ingrained in
many strains of Salafism as
this ideology bills itself as a
reaction to outside aggression
even though its violence is now
exerted against fellow Muslims
and innocent foreigners alike.
Salafism highlights the threat
of colonisation and Western
hegemony to the Muslim world.
It invokes the spectre of external
threat and calls for a return to a
strict and literal application of
the sacred texts.
That particular narrative
attracted followers drawn to the
concept of war against invaders.
The bellicose ideology eventually
shifted from battling “outside
invaders” to fellow Muslims,
declaring the latter apostates
and legitimising their murder.
Through all means they seek to
impose their will through a reign
of terror.
Sufism at the opposite shuns
violence as it tries to convince
through good words. In Sufism,
there is no punishment and no
forced form of behaviour.

The secret behind the
development and wide
dissemination of Sufism among
all classes of Muslim society is
also its accessibility; it is in no
way an elitist school of thought.
Sufism peacefully advocates
the purification of the soul and
an intimate relationship between
man and God.
It boasts a rich literature based
on the works of Sufi philosophers,
including many treatises on love.
Landmark works on the subject
include Ibn Arabi’s Treatise of
Love and Imam al-Ghazali’s The

It is time
today Sufism
held its
rightful place
and gave
life again to
the culture
of peaceful
co-existence
between
believers.

A 2012 file picture shows a man looking at
damage to the burned-out Saida Manoubia
shrine in the western La Manouba suburb of
Tunis.

Book of Love.
Among Sufis, rites are held to
glorify the love of God. Poems,
songs and literature contribute
to spreading the message
among followers. It is from
this perspective that Sufism
advocates individual fulfilment,
seeks love and not hatred of
others.
The marabout, or the saint,
is central. He is the devout, the
symbol of the symbiosis between
man and God, not only in the
speech but also, and especially,
through exemplary behaviour.
True jihad, for Sufis, prompts
the love of God and of others and
in this regard it is the opposite of
Salafism.
This explains why the message
of Islam has so easily spread to
many parts of Asia and subSaharan Africa. Today, Sufism is
deeply anchored in the customs
and practices of Maghrebi and
African populations.
It is time today Sufism, as the
best rampart against Salafism,
held its rightful place and gave
life again to the culture of
peaceful co-existence between
believers.
Fayçal Cherif is a researcher at
the Tunis-based Higher Institute
for Tunisian Contemporary
History. He is an expert in
international, military and
security issues.

